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Rich Intrinsic Image Decomposition
of Outdoor Scenes from Multiple Views

Pierre-Yves Laffont, Adrien Bousseau and George Drettakis

Abstract—Intrinsic images aim at separating an image into its reflectance and illumination components to facilitate further
analysis or manipulation. This separation is severely ill-posed and the most successful methods rely on user indications or
precise geometry to resolve the ambiguities inherent to this problem. In this paper we propose a method to estimate intrinsic
images from multiple views of an outdoor scene without the need for precise geometry and with a few manual steps to calibrate
the input. We use multiview stereo to automatically reconstruct a 3D point cloud of the scene. Although this point cloud is sparse
and incomplete, we show that it provides the necessary information to compute plausible sky and indirect illumination at each 3D
point. We then introduce an optimization method to estimate sun visibility over the point cloud. This algorithm compensates for the
lack of accurate geometry and allows the extraction of precise shadows in the final image. We finally propagate the information
computed over the sparse point cloud to every pixel in the photograph using image-guided propagation. Our propagation not
only separates reflectance from illumination, but also decomposes the illumination into a sun, sky and indirect layer. This rich
decomposition allows novel image manipulations as demonstrated by our results.

Index Terms—Intrinsic images, image-guided propagation, multi-view stereo, mean-shift algorithm
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1 INTRODUCTION

Editing materials and lighting is a common image manip-
ulation task that requires significant expertise to achieve
consistent results. The main difficulty in such manipula-
tions resides in the fact that a pixel color aggregates the
effect of both material and lighting, so that standard color
manipulations are likely to affect both components.

A typical usage scenario would be to take a photograph and
manipulate its content after the capture, e.g., to change the
color of an object, soften the shadows, or add in virtual
objects. In this paper we present a method to achieve this
just by taking a few extra photographs, which represents
a minimal additional cost. We focus on outdoor scenes
and separate photographs into a material layer (also called
reflectance) and several illumination layers that describe the
contributions of sun, sky and indirect lighting (Fig. 1e-h).
This intrinsic images decomposition [1] allows easy editing
of each component separately, and subsequent compositing
with consistent lighting. We illustrate applications of our
decomposition in Fig. 1. We first alter the floor material
with a graffiti while maintaining consistent shadows (b);
we then add a virtual object in the scene with consistent
lighting (c); and we finally change the lighting color and
blur the shadows to simulate sunset (d). Please also see the
video which illustrates the image manipulation process.

Estimating intrinsic images from photographs is an ill-
posed problem that has been traditionally addressed with
restrictive assumptions on reflectance and illumination vari-
ations [2], significant user intervention [3], or multiple im-
ages under varying lighting [4] captured over several hours
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for outdoor scenes. In addition, most existing methods only
generate a single illumination layer, grouping the effects of
sun, sky and indirect lighting. Inverse global illumination
methods [5], [6] also estimate the material properties of a
scene but require very accurate geometric models, either
built by hand or acquired with complex laser scanners.

We address the above shortcomings and generate intrinsic
image layers for sun, sky and indirect illumination. Our
method combines sparse geometric reconstruction [7], [8]
with image-guided propagation [9], thus leveraging their
respective strengths. We exploit the automatically recon-
structed 3D information to compute lighting information
for a subset of pixels, and use image-guided propagation
to decompose the photographs into intrinsic images. While
our method requires users to capture additional images, it
alleviates the need for user intervention apart from some
initial calibration steps.

Our algorithm takes as input a small number of photographs
of the scene captured at a single time of the day, along with
an environment map that represents the illumination coming
from the sky and distant environment in all directions.
From this lightweight capture we use recent computer
vision algorithms to reconstruct a sparse 3D point cloud
of the scene. The point cloud only provides an imprecise
and incomplete representation of the scene. However, we
show that this is sufficient to compute plausible sky and
indirect illumination at each reconstructed 3D point, with-
out complex inverse global illumination computations. The
coarse geometry is however unreliable for sun illumination
that typically contains high-frequency features such as
cast shadows. We introduce a new parameterization of
reflectance with respect to sun visibility that we integrate in
an optimization algorithm to robustly identify the 3D points
that are in shadow. We developed an optimization inspired
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(a) Input photographs (b) (d) Sunset relighting

(f ) Sun Illumination (h) Indirect Illumination(g) Sky Illumination

...

(c) Virtual object

(e

Fig. 1: Starting from multiple views of the scene (a), our method decomposes photographs into four intrinsic components
— the reflectance (e), the illumination due to sun (f), the illumination due to sky (g) and the indirect illumination (h).
Each intrinsic component can then be manipulated independently for advanced image editing applications (b-d).

by mean shift [10] where we use asymmetric regions of
influence and constrain the evolution of the estimates.

Image-guided propagation algorithms are typically used to
propagate user scribbles [3], [9]; we show how to use
these algorithms to propagate the illumination information
computed at 3D points over the image pixels. Our approach
generates intrinsic images of similar quality as scribble-
based approaches, with only a small amount of user inter-
vention for capture and calibration , notably to find the sun
position, orient the environment, and calibrate the sphere
used to capture the environment map . In addition, our abil-
ity to separate sun, sky and indirect illumination opens the
door for advanced image manipulations, as demonstrated
in Fig. 1b-d.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

• We show how to compute sky, indirect, and sun
(ignoring cast shadows) illumination at automatically
reconstructed 3D points, using incomplete and impre-
cise geometry and a small set of input images.

• We introduce an algorithm to reliably identify points
in shadow based on a new parameterization of the
reflectance with respect to sun visibility. Our algorithm
compensates for the lack of accurately reconstructed
and complete 3D information.

• We show how to propagate reflectance, sun, sky
and indirect illumination to all pixels in an image,
without user intervention or involved inverse global
illumination computation. We achieve this by using
the illumination values computed at 3D points as
constraints for image propagation algorithms.

After a presentation of previous work, the definition of our
image formation model and a description of capture, the
structure of our paper follows our three contributions.

2 RELATED WORK

Intrinsic images. Several methods have been proposed to
estimate reflectance and illumination from a single image.
This decomposition is severely ill-posed and can only be
solved with additional knowledge or assumptions about the
scene content. The Retinex algorithm [2], [11] assumes
smooth illumination and piece-wise constant reflectance,
while Shen and Yeo [12] assume that neighboring pixels
with similar chromaticity have the same reflectance and
that the image is composed of a small set of reflectances.
Tappen et al. [13] train a classifier to discriminate image
derivatives due to reflectance and illumination, and Shen
et al. [14] introduce texture constraints to ensure that
pixels with similar texture share the same reflectance. These
various approaches produce encouraging decompositions
on isolated objects, as evaluated by the ground-truth dataset
of Grosse et al. [15]. However, the automatic decomposition
of complex outdoor images remains an open challenge, in
part because most existing methods assume monochrome
lighting while outdoor scenes are often lit by a mixture of
colored sun and sky light.

Weiss [4] demonstrates how multiple images of a scene
under different illuminations can be factored into a re-
flectance image and a set of illumination images. Sunkavalli
et al. [16] decompose similar image sequences of outdoor
scenes into a shadow mask and images illuminated only by
skylight or sunlight. By also capturing an environment map
at multiple times of the day, Matusik et al. [17] estimate the
reflectance field of an outdoor scene that can then be used
for relighting. These methods assume a fixed viewpoint
and varying illumination (i.e., timelapse sequences), while
our method relies on images captured under different view-
points and fixed illumination. The main advantage of our
capture approach is to reduce the acquisition time to a few
minutes while timelapses typically require at least several
hours of capture to cover as many lighting directions as
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possible. Most related to our capture strategy is the system
of Melendez et al. [18] that relights buildings reconstructed
from multiple photographs. However their method neces-
sitates the additional acquisition of flash / no-flash image
pairs to capture a material exemplar for every material of a
building. Users then need to associate a material exemplar
to each texture region of the reconstructed building.

Bousseau et al. [3] and Shen et al. [19] rely on user
scribbles to disambiguate reflectance from illumination
while Okabe et al. [20] propagate a sparse set of user-
specified normals over the image. Given an intrinsic image
decomposition, Carroll et al. [21] propose a user-assisted
decomposition to isolate the indirect contribution of each
colored material in the scene. In work developed concur-
rently, Karsch et al. [22] annotate a single photograph to
extract a model of the scene that is suitable for inserting
virtual objects. While our method shares similarities with
these user-assisted approaches, we ask users to capture a
few additional pictures instead of providing scribbles or
annotations. Putting more effort on the capture allows us
to automate the computation of illumination constraints
and to extract multiple illumination components (sun, sky,
indirect) that would be hard to disambiguate by users.

Inverse rendering. Inverse rendering methods [5], [6],
[23], [24] recover the reflectance and illumination of a
scene by inverting the rendering equation [25]. These
methods require an accurate 3D model of the scene that is
either modeled manually or acquired with expensive laser
scanners and then solve an often costly global illumination
system. In contrast our method is robust to incomplete
geometry and handles sparse point clouds automatically
reconstructed from a few photographs of the scene. In
addition, we are able to estimate indirect illumination
at every pixel without the need to solve inverse global
illumination. Nonetheless, inverse rendering methods allow
applications that are beyond the scope of this paper, such
as free viewpoint navigation and dynamic relighting.

Image-based propagation. Image guided interpolation
methods have been introduced by Levin and Lischinski to
propagate colors [9] and tonal adjustments [26]. In this
paper we use the propagation algorithm of Bousseau et
al. [3] that was originally designed to propagate user indica-
tions for intrinsic image decompositions. This algorithm is
inspired by the matting Laplacian of Levin and colleagues
[27] that has been used to decompose an image into a
foreground and background layer, and to recover white
balanced images under mixed lighting [28].

Shadow removal. Our work is also related to shadow
removal methods [29], [30], [31], [32], [33] that aim at
removing cast shadows in an image, either automatically
or with user assistance. While our method is also able
to identify cast shadows, our main goal is to extract a
reflectance image as well as smooth illumination variations.
We also separate the contribution of sun, sky and indirect
illumination, which enables novel image manipulations.

3 IMAGE FORMATION MODEL

We assume Lambertian surfaces and model the image
values at each pixel as the product between the incident
illumination and the object reflectance R. Formally, the
radiance I towards the camera at each non-emissive, visible
point corresponding to a pixel is given by the equation:

I = R ∗
∫
Ω

cos θωL(ω)dω (1)

where we integrate over the hemisphere Ω centered on the
normal at the visible point, L(ω) is the incoming radiance
in direction ω, θω is the angle between the normal at the
visible point and direction ω. Capital bold letters represent
RGB color values and ∗ denotes per-channel multiplication.

For our purposes, we will separate out the incoming radi-
ance into three components: the radiance due to the sun, that
due to the sky and that due to indirect lighting. To simplify
notation, we define two subsets of the hemisphere: Ωsky ,
i.e., the subset of directions in which the visible point sees
the sky, and Ωind the subset of directions in which another
object is visible, and thus contributes to indirect lighting.
We however explicitly represent the sun visibility vsun, first
because precise computation of vsun is necessary to capture
sharp shadows, and second because estimating v sun robustly
is one of our main contributions.

We can now re-write Equation 1:

I = R ∗
(
vsun max(0, cos θsun)Lsun +∫

Ωsky

cos θωLsky(ω)dω +

∫
Ωind

cos θωLind(ω) dω
)

where Lsun, Lsky and Lind are radiance from the sun, the sky
and indirect lighting respectively, θsun is the angle between
the normal at the visible point and the sun modeled as
a directional light source, and θω is the angle between
the normal and the direction of integration ω over the
hemisphere. The scalar vsun ∈ [0, 1] models the visibility
of the sun (0 for completely hidden, 1 for fully visible).

We next define simplified quantities at each pixel:

Ssun = vsun max(0, cos θsun)Lsun = vsunŜsun (2)

Ssky =

∫
Ωsky

cos θωLsky(ω) dω (3)

Sind =

∫
Ωind

cos θωLind(ω) dω. (4)

where Ŝsun corresponds to the sun illumination when cast
shadows are ignored. We define from these quantities a
simplified image formation model:

I = R ∗ (Ssun + Ssky + Sind) (5)

= R ∗ Stotal (6)

where R is the object RGB reflectance. Ssun, Ssky and Sind

are the RGB incident illumination (or shading) from the
sun, sky and indirect lighting respectively.
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Fig. 2: Overview of our approach. Users capture a small set of pictures of the scene, along with an environment map
and two pictures of a gray card in sun light and in shadow (a). We illustrate our intrinsic image decomposition with
the picture highlighted in orange. We use multi-view stereo to reconstruct a point cloud of the scene and a coarse proxy
geometry (b). Users align the environment map and the sun with this point cloud and use the gray card to calibrate
their intensity. Once this calibration is performed, all the remaining steps are automatic. We use the reconstructed 3D
geometry to compute sun, sky and indirect lighting over the point cloud (c). We also compute an initial guess of the sun
visibility using the coarse proxy. These lighting values give us the necessary information to compute a set of candidate
reflectances for each 3D point. The candidate reflectances form curves in color space parametrized by the sun visibility
(d). We introduce an iterative optimization that identifies the reflectance of each 3D point from these candidates, along
with a precise estimation of the sun visibility. The final step of our method consists in propagating the illumination values
computed at 3D points to every pixel in the image (e). We decompose the propagated illumination into the sun, sky and
indirect lighting components.

Our first goal is to extract the reflectance R and illumi-
nation Stotal from this image formation model. We demon-
strate how to make this problem tractable by leveraging
the sparse geometric information generated by multiview
stereo algorithms to compute Ŝsun, Ssky and Sind at each re-
constructed 3D point (Section 5). We then introduce a new
algorithm to estimate the sun visibility vsun precisely despite
the approximate available geometry (Section 6), which will
allow us to obtain all illumination components using image-
guided propagation (Section 7). Fig. 2 illustrates the main
steps of our approach in the form of a block diagram.

4 CAPTURE AND RECONSTRUCTION

Our method relies on a lightweight
capture setup composed of a digital
camera (preferably on a tripod), a
photographer’s gray card and a sim-
ple reflective sphere1 to capture the

1. The reflective sphere does not need to be as accurate as described
in [6]; in practice we used an inexpensive pétanque ball.

environment map (see inset). No other special capture or
measurement hardware is required.

4.1 Photography

We first capture a few ordinary low-dynamic range pho-
tographs (LDR) which we use to perform approximate ge-
ometric reconstruction of the scene. This set of photographs
should have a good coverage of the scene from differ-
ent viewpoints and sufficient overlap between neighboring
viewpoints to facilitate multiview stereo reconstruction. The
number of photographs required to obtain an acceptable
reconstruction depends on the complexity of the scene and
the presence of image features. We captured between 10
and 31 LDR photographs for the scenes in this paper.

We then capture two linear, high-dynamic range (HDR),
images of the front and side of the reflective sphere, placed
in the scene, to obtain an angular environment map of
the scene. We do this using the standard HDR assembly
technique of Debevec et al. [34].
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(a) Input photograph  (b) Reconstructed PMVS points

(c) Proxy shadows (d) Shadow configuration

Fig. 3: Multiview geometry provides us with a sparse ori-
ented point cloud (b, red pixels). Compared to the original
image (a), the initial guess of the sun shadows computed
using the proxy reconstructed from the point cloud is very
inaccurate due to geometric errors, and incomplete (c). In
particular, a bush casting a large shadow on the floor (d)
is not reconstructed.

We finally capture linear HDR images of the viewpoints
that we want to decompose. Recall that we capture all
images in one session, at a single time of day.

4.2 Geometry and Illuminant Calibration

We apply structure-from-motion using Bundler [7] and the
patch-based multi-view stereo (PMVS) algorithm [8] on
the set of LDR+HDR photographs – using the publicly
available implementations2. The result of this process is
an oriented point cloud (3D positions and normals), and
calibrated cameras (extrinsic and intrinsic parameters). The
process also returns whether each point is visible from each
camera. We rectify the images for radial distortion, and we
consider only visible PMVS points in each image.

We found the PMVS normals to be too noisy for il-
lumination computation. We instead estimate normals at
each 3D point by fitting a plane on the local point cloud
using PCA [35]. We discard 3D points for which the
neighborhood is too sparse or degenerate. We consider a
neighborhood as degenerate when the first singular value
of the PCA is twice greater than the second one.

We recover a geometric proxy from the oriented point
cloud using the scale space meshing method of Digne et
al. [36]. This automatic approach produces detailed accurate
meshes in regions where the point cloud is dense, while
leaving holes in areas where the point cloud is irregularly
sampled. We use the automatic hole filling tool available

2. Available at http://phototour.cs.washington.edu/bundler/ and
http://grail.cs.washington.edu/software/pmvs/, as of 2011/10/10

in MeshLab [37] to further improve the reconstruction in
those areas. We also experimented with the Poisson recon-
struction of Kazhdan et al. [38]. Although this algorithm
generates a closed surface with no holes, we found that
it tends to produce bumpy surfaces due to the irregular
sampling of the point cloud. We nevertheless used the
Poisson reconstruction on the “Rocks” scene for which
the point cloud is dense and uniform. Note that recent
approaches could improve the quality of reconstructions in
specific scenarios, for instance by detecting planar regions
(e.g., [39], [40], [41]) in urban scenes.

Some manual interaction is required to calibrate the sun and
sky illumination in our current system. The user specifies
the sun position, using cues from the shadows in the image
and reconstructed geometry. She labels sky pixel in the
environment map, and rotates it until it aligns with the
specified sun position and the scene horizon. Finally, she
takes two photographs of a gray card placed in the scene,
in sunlight and in shadow, in order to estimate the color
transfer function of the reflective sphere and the radiance
Lsun of the sun. The details of this process are described in
the Appendix.

The output of our capture is: a moderately dense point
cloud reconstruction of the scene which we will refer
to as the PMVS points (Fig. 3b), a very approximate
geometric proxy, which often contains significant geometric
errors (Fig. 3c), the direction and radiance of the sun
and a correctly aligned and scaled HDR environment map
containing the sky and distant indirect radiance (Fig. 5c).

5 GEOMETRY-BASED COMPUTATION

We describe here how to compute sun, sky and indirect
illumination values for each PMVS point. These points
have been generated using multiview stereo and also have
normals (Section 4.2).

We first compute sun illumination Ŝsun ignoring cast shad-
ows, i.e., unoccluded sunlight. We already know the re-
quired quantities for this computation, i.e., the normal at
the point and the sun radiance and direction. Treating
sun visibility requires much higher precision than the one
provided by the proxy, and is treated separately in Section 6.

We then compute sky and indirect illumination at each
PMVS point. Fig. 4 illustrates this computation that we
detail below. In a nutshell, we use the HDR environment
map to compute both sky illumination and distant indirect
illumination, while we compute the near-field indirect illu-
mination from the proxy geometry. Note however that we
do not need to know the reflectance of the proxy for this
step, we instead use the captured photographs to recover
the necessary outgoing radiance over the geometry.

Assigning radiance to the proxy geometry. We first
assign radiance to each PMVS point by looking up its
pixel values in each HDR image where it appears (Fig. 4).
We assign the average value as the outgoing radiance of
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(a) Radiance look-up

(b) Interpolation (c) Gathering

Fig. 4: Evaluation of sky and indirect illumination at each
PMVS point. We look up the radiance value of the PMVS
points in each image and average the values over the
images where they are visible (a). We then project and inter-
polate this radiance over the proxy geometry (b). Finally we
gather the sky and indirect illumination at each PMVS point
by shooting rays which sample the hemisphere (c, dotted
lines). Rays that reach sky pixels in the environment map
(c, blue lines) contribute to sky illumination, while other
rays contribute to indirect illumination (c, dark lines).

(a) Input photograph (b) Colored proxy

(c) Environment map

Fig. 5: We estimate sky and indirect illumination at PMVS
points using (b) a colored proxy, obtained by projecting and
interpolating the radiance of PMVS points on the recon-
structed geometry, and (c) an environment map, shown in
a latitude-longitude parameterization where the red curve
separates pixels contributing to sky illumination and those
contributing to distant indirect illumination.

the point, which is assumed constant in all directions. We
then assign the radiance of the closest PMVS point to each
vertex of the proxy, and interpolate these values over the
faces of the mesh. This step yields a colored proxy that

stores the outgoing radiance of the scene as captured in the
photographs (Fig. 5b).

Sky and indirect illumination. We separate the environ-
ment map into two regions (see Fig. 5c), one for the sky
and the other one for distant objects. At every PMVS point
we cast a set of rays towards the hemisphere. If a ray
reaches a sky pixel of the environment map, the resulting
radiance contributes to sky illumination S sky. Otherwise the
ray contributes to indirect illumination S ind, either from
an intersection with the proxy or from a non-sky pixel
of the environment map. If the ray hits the proxy, it uses
the radiance assigned to the geometry as described in the
previous paragraph.

We rewrite Equations 3 and 4 to express this computation,
changing the integration domain to the entire hemisphere Ω
for both integrals, and introducing a visibility term v sky(ω)
which is 1 when the ray in direction ω reaches the sky, and
0 otherwise (it contributes to indirect illumination):

Ssky =

∫
Ω

vsky(ω) cos θωLsky(ω) dω (7)

Sind =

∫
Ω

(
1 − vsky(ω)

)
cos θωLind(ω) dω. (8)

The computation of Equations 7 and 8 is robust to the
coarse geometry of the proxy since the integration over
Ω averages the values over the entire hemisphere. We
implement this computation with a custom renderer in the
PBRT stochastic raytracer [42].

Our approach shares similarities with the techniques of Yu
and Malik [23], but while their method was designed for
accurate geometry constructed manually, we handle sparse
incomplete geometry reconstructed automatically.

Finally we compute an initial guess of the sun visibility v init
sun

at each PMVS point by intersecting a ray with the the proxy
geometry in the direction of the sun. Note however that this
visibility test is very sensitive to errors in the reconstructed
proxy, as illustrated in Fig. 3c. This fact underlines the
importance of accurately estimating vsun and we next show
how to refine this initial estimate.

6 ESTIMATING SUN VISIBILITY AT 3D
POINTS

One key contribution of our approach is a novel algorithm
for identifying visibility vsun with respect to the sun for
each PMVS point. From our image formation model in
Equations 2 and 5 we express the reflectance at each PMVS
point as a function of the visibility term:

R(vsun) =
I

(vsunŜsun + Ssky + Sind)
(9)

where I is the RGB pixel value in the image we wish to pro-
cess, Ssky, Sind and Ŝsun are the illumination values of the
corresponding PMVS point computed in Section 5, and the
division is per-channel. With this parameterization, varying
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(a) Selected PMVS points

(b) Candidate reflectance curves (c) Regions of  influence at initialization  (d) Regions of  influence after one iteration

Fig. 6: Multiple PMVS points sharing the same reflectance will generate intersecting curves in color space. (a) We selected
two PMVS points with the same reflectance but different illuminations (red and blue squares). (b) The corresponding
candidate reflectance curves (nearly) intersect at one end, which corresponds to the reflectance of both points. Diamond
markers on the curves correspond to the initial guess for visibility (randomly set in this example). (c) Each curve affects
a region of the surrounding color space, according to Equation 10 . Regions of influence at initialization are illustrated
as isosurfaces with varying opacity. Regions closer to the curve and the current visibility estimate are more affected.
(d) After one iteration, the visibility estimates have moved towards the intersecting end of the curves, increasing the
overlap between the regions of influence (i.e., the energy E total in Equation 12).

vsun in [0, 1] generates a curve of candidate reflectances
in RGB space. Our goal is to find for each PMVS point,
the position on its candidate curve corresponding to its
reflectance R (or correspondingly visibility v sun).

The intuition of our approach is that multiple PMVS points
sharing the same reflectance will generate intersecting
curves in color space; their (shared) reflectance will be the
color where the candidate curves intersect (Fig. 6a-b). By
finding these intersections we can deduce the value of v sun

for the PMVS point corresponding to each curve.

However, imprecision in the capture process and in the
geometry-based computation prevents the curves from per-
fectly intersecting in color space. In addition, multiple inter-
sections can occur along a curve, giving multiple candidates
for the visibility. We address these issues with a robust
iterative procedure inspired by the mean shift algorithm.

Overview. Mean shift [10], [43] is a non-parametric mode-
seeking algorithm that aims to locate the maxima of a
density function, given a set of data points. First, a kernel
(or window) is placed at each data point; it represents the
region of influence of this point. In an iterative process,
each kernel is then moved in a direction that increases
the local density, computed as the weighted average of
nearby data points. The process stops when all kernels have
reached a stationary point (or mode).

In our approach, we define an asymmetric region of
influence for each candidate curve. We use mean shift
iterations to maximize an energy that measures the overlap
among pairs of curves, and iteratively update the esti-
mated reflectances while constraining them to lie on their
candidate curves. After convergence, for each curve we

obtain the reflectance (and corresponding visibility) that
tends to maximize the number of PMVS points sharing a
similar reflectance, and correspondingly tends to minimize
the number of reflectances in the scene.

This algorithm assumes that the scene is composed of
a sparse set of reflectances shared by multiple points,
which is a common assumption recently used in image
segmentation [44] and white balance algorithms [28].

Region of influence. Equation 9 defines the candidate
reflectances of a PMVS point as a rational curve that is
parameterized non-uniformly by v sun. In order to obtain a
uniform parametrization we first approximate each curve
c as a piecewise linear curve in CIE L*a*b* space, and
parameterize it by arc length from the shadowed end of
the curve: t in [0, 1] so that R(vsun = 0) = R(t = 0).
We use this uniform parametrization to compute distances
along the curve. We chose to work in CIE L*a*b* space
because it defines a perceptually uniform distance metric.

We then define the influence of curve c on a point x of
color space as:

Axc = h⊥

(
d2⊥(x, c)

σ2
⊥

)
h‖

(
d2‖(x, c)

σ2
‖

)
(10)

where

• d2⊥(x, c) = ‖x− proj3D(x, c)‖2 is the squared dis-
tance in color space between x and its projection on
curve c (i.e., the distance perpendicular to the curve).

• d2‖(x, c) = (tc − projt(x, c))
2 is the squared differ-

ence between the position of the current reflectance es-
timate along the curve tc and the arc length projt(x, c)
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corresponding to the projection of x on the curve (i.e.,
the distance along the curve).

• h⊥ and h‖ are Gaussian kernel profiles with the form
h(x) = e−x controlled by the standard deviations σ2

⊥
and σ2

‖ (larger σ values correspond to a wider region
of influence).

The first term in Equation 10 compensates for curves that
do not exactly intersect, by defining a region of influence
around the curve with a Gaussian falloff orthogonal to the
curve. The second factor makes our algorithm robust to
“false intersections”, i.e., intersections of curves that in fact
do not share the same reflectance. Due to the Gaussian
kernel h‖, each curve only influences regions close to its
current reflectance estimate. As the reflectance estimate
converges toward the most likely reflectance, the value of
h‖ at intersections lying at other positions along the curve
will decrease.

The regions of influence of two curves are illustrated in
Fig. 6c.

Energy Formulation. We then define an energy that mea-
sures the overlap between the regions of influence of pairs
of curves:

E =

∫
V

⎛
⎝∑

c∈C

∑
c′ �=c

AxcAxc′

⎞
⎠ dx (11)

where we integrate over the entire color space V .

We evenly discretize the 3D color space into a set S of
samples, and rewrite this energy as a discrete sum:

Etotal =
∑
s∈S

Esample(s). (12)

where the energy of a sample Esample(s) accumulates the
contribution of each pair of curves intersecting nearby:

Esample(s) =
∑
c∈C

∑
c′ �=c

AscAsc′

With this formulation, two curves will contribute to the
energy of a sample only if they (almost) intersect near this
sample.

Derivation of the energy gradient. We seek the positions
of the reflectance estimates along the curves tc for c ∈ C
that maximize Etotal:

argmax
tc

Etotal (13)

i.e. that are located at the zeros of the gradient function.

The derivative of Etotal with respect to tc is given by:

∂Etotal

∂tc
=

4

σ2
‖

∑
s∈S

∑
c′ �=c

(projt(s, c)− tc)AscAsc′ (14)

Setting Equation 14 to 0 for all c ∈ C gives:

∂Etotal

∂tc
= 0 ⇔⎛

⎝∑
s∈S

∑
c �=c′

AscAsc′

⎞
⎠

⎛
⎝tc −

∑
s∈S projt(s, c)

(∑
c′ �=c AscAsc′

)
∑

s∈S

∑
c′ �=c AscAsc′

⎞
⎠ = 0

which is analogous to the form obtained in the mean-shift
algorithm [10].

Iterative process. We define our iterative procedure recur-
sively by computing at iteration i the weights Ai

sc (i.e., the
regions of influence) using the estimates tic for all curves
c ∈ C, then updating the estimates ti+1

c for each curve
c using a weighted average of the projection of nearby
samples on c:

ti+1
c =

∑
s∈S projt(s, c)

(∑
c′ �=c A

i
scA

i
sc′

)
∑

s∈S

∑
c′ �=c A

i
scA

i
sc′

(15)

We initialize t0c using the initial guess of the sun visibility
vinit

sun, obtained in Section 5 by casting the shadow of
the geometric proxy. We ensure that this iterative process
converges to a maximizer by checking that the energy does
not decrease after each iteration [45]; if E i+1

total < Ei
total we

set ti+1
c = (ti+1

c + tic)/2 for all c and iterate. The algorithm
stops when |ti+1

c − tic| is small enough for all c.

As a result of this process, the reflectance estimates con-
verge to regions of space where many curves intersect,
while being constrained to lie on their candidate curves
due to our parameterization. This is illustrated in Fig. 6d.

Orientation separation. We observed that false inter-
sections sometimes occur when two curves of different
reflectances have different orientations, sky or indirect
illumination. In order to further reduce the presence of
such intersections, we separate PMVS points into three
groups based on the orientation of their normals. We first
apply mean-shift clustering [10] where the 3D feature
vectors contain the normals of the points. The first two
clusters correspond to the two dominant groups of normal
orientations in the scene (Fig. 7a, blue and green), while
the remaining points form a third group (Fig. 7a, red). We
then run our optimization independently on each group.

Curve clustering. Even within one group of orientations,
the candidate curves corresponding to the numerous PMVS
points (up to dozens of thousands, in our scenes) tend to
intersect each other at several positions along the curves
(Fig. 7c), since many similar (but not equal) reflectances
might be present in the scene. We enforce sparsity in our
algorithm by grouping all the curves corresponding to a
similar reflectance and illumination (Fig. 7b). Note that this
grouping is only used to identify the sun visibility, we do
not enforce sparsity in the final reflectance image.
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(a) Groups of (b) Clusters for (c) Candidate curves (d) Candidate curves
normal orientation vertical orientation before clustering after clustering

Fig. 7: Orientation separation and curve clustering. (a) PMVS points are separated into three groups according to
the orientation of their normals. Each group is then processed independently. (b-c) Within one group, PMVS points are
clustered according to the endpoints of their candidate curves. (d) After clustering, pairs of curves intersect as expected
(orange and light blue, green and dark blue), since each pair represents PMVS points sharing the same reflectance.

We use mean-shift clustering to perform this grouping,
representing each curve as a 6D feature vector that contains
the L*a*b* reflectances of its endpoints. Clusters that
contain few curves (less than 1% of the largest cluster)
are discarded, and the corresponding PMVS points are
ignored in the remaining of the algorithm. This leads to
the clustering shown in Fig. 7b-c.

Finally, we replace all the curves belonging to each cluster
by one representative curve: the curve closest to the median
of this cluster’s feature vectors. The initial guess of the sun
visibility vinit

sun is assigned to the median visibility of each
cluster. This process greatly simplifies and cleans up the
set of curves, and lowers the computational cost of our
algorithm. As shown in Fig. 7d, the curves corresponding
to groups of PMVS points with similar reflectances (nearly)
intersect after clustering.

After clustering, we run the optimization to maximize E total.
Upon convergence, for each cluster we obtain the position
of the estimated reflectance along its representative curve
tfinal. This position value is assigned to all curves belong-
ing to this cluster, from which we can deduce the final
estimated reflectance of each PMVS point corresponding
to these curves.

We found that clustering candidate curves largely improves
the stability of the algorithm. The clustering groups can-
didate curves corresponding to PMVS points with same
reflectance and same illumination, while our subsequent
optimization identifies the reflectances shared between clus-
ters with different illumination. We show more examples
of candidate curves after clustering in the supplemental
materials.

At the end of this process, we obtain a list of PMVS points
for which the position along the curve t, the sun visibility
vsun and the reflectance R have been estimated.

Implementation. In practice we use a truncated kernel
profile h⊥ (Equation 10) so that h⊥(x) = 0 when x > λ
(we use λ = 3). This means that each curve will only
influence a limited number of samples; for each curve c
we can precompute the indices of these samples, as well as

their orthogonal distance ‖s − proj3D(s, c)‖ and position
of their projection along the curve proj t(s, c).

We evenly discretized the CIE L*a*b* color space into
60× 36× 36 samples, with L* in [5, 95], a* in [−25, 25],
b* in [−25, 25]. We used a fixed bandwidth for the curve
clustering using 6D mean-shift clustering, as well as for the
3D mean-shift clustering for orientation separation.

The clustering is the most costly part of the algorithm
and takes from 25 seconds to a few minutes with our
Matlab implementation, depending on the number of PMVS
points. Once the clustering has been performed, the iterative
optimization takes around 10 seconds, which allowed us to
test many parameters for σ2

⊥ and σ2
‖ .

We found that the algorithm produces good results for
a wide range of parameters, and that the best values
were scene-dependent. In our experiments we found that
large values of σ2

⊥ can compensate for calibration errors
that prevent reflectance curves from perfectly intersecting,
while large values of σ2

‖ can compensate for the erroneous
initialization of v init

sun provided by the approximate proxy.
However, σ values should remain small enough to prevent
curves of different materials from influencing one another.
Table 1 summarizes the parameter values used for the
examples in this paper.

Statue Rocks Ramp Stairs
(σ2

‖ , σ
2
⊥) (0.1, 1) (0.01, 1) (0.3, 1) (0.01, 20)

(0.1, 5) (0.01, 5) (0.3, 5)

TABLE 1: Sets of region of influence parameters used on
the four scenes.

7 ESTIMATING ILLUMINATION AT EACH
PIXEL

In previous steps, we have used multiview stereo methods
to generate a sparse set of 3D points on which we compute
the illumination values Ŝsun, Ssky and Sind (Section 5) along
with the visibility of the sun vsun (Section 6). We next
show how to leverage image-guided propagation methods
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(a) Input photograph (b) Illumination constraints  (c) Estimated total illumination (d) Estimated reflectance

Fig. 8: Separation of Reflectance and Total Illumination. The optimization procedure described in Equation 17 enforces
illumination constraints at PMVS points (b) and propagates them to all pixels, in order to separate an input photograph
(a) into total illumination (c) and reflectance (d).

to assign reflectance and illumination values to all pixels
in the input photographs. We first show how to propagate
the total illumination Stotal and then describe a method
to subsequently separate the contribution of each lighting
component (i.e., sun, sky and indirect).

7.1 Image Guided Propagation

We use the intrinsic images algorithm of Bousseau et
al. [3] that was designed to propagate user indications for
separating reflectance and illumination in a single image.
This algorithm makes the intrinsic image decomposition
tractable by assuming that the reflectance values in a pixel
neighborhood lie in a plane in color space. This planar
reflectance assumption translates to a set of linear equations
so that the illumination image is expressed as the minimizer
of a least-square energy

argmin
S̄total

S̄T
totalMS̄total (16)

where the vector S̄total stacks the pixels of the estimated
illumination image and the matrix M encodes the planar
reflectance assumption (see the paper by Bousseau et al. [3]
for the complete derivation). For colored illumination the
optimization is solved for each color channel separately.

In their original paper, Bousseau et al. constrain the least-
square system with user indications. Users can specify the
value of S̄total over a few pixels or indicate that several
pixels share the same illumination or reflectance. In our
approach we use instead the illumination and visibility
estimated at PMVS points to constrain the optimization. We
express these constraints as an additional quadratic penalty

argmin
S̄total

S̄T
totalMS̄total + w

∑
p∈P

(S̄p
total − Sp

total)
2 (17)

where P is the set of pixels covered by PMVS points and
Sp

total = vpsunŜ
p
sun + Sp

sky + Sp
ind their illumination values

computed in Sections 5 and 6. The weight w controls the
importance of the constraints, we use w = 1 to give equal
importance to the constraints and the propagation model.

Fig. 8 shows the results of the image guided propagation.
This result shows the power of our approach. We exploit the
information provided by the sparse and imprecise geometry

to automatically generate constraints for the algorithm of
Bousseau et al. [3], thus eliminating the need for user
scribbles. A visualization of the constraints for all scenes
can be found in the supplemental material. While our
method supports user scribbles to guide the decomposition
in regions that could not be reconstructed (e.g., trees,
specular objects), all our results have been generated using
only the automatically computed constraints.

7.2 Light Source Separation

Given the estimated illumination image S̄total, we wish to
separate the contribution of each illumination component
S̄sun, S̄sky and S̄ind. Inspired by previous work on white
balance under mixed lighting [28], we express our light
source separation as two successive matting problems. We
first decompose the illumination into a sun component and
a diffuse component S̄diff that includes the contribution
of both sky and indirect lighting. In a second step we
decompose the diffuse component into its two terms.

We first express each illumination term S̄ as the product
between a scalar intensity s = ‖S̄‖ and a chromaticity
C = S̄/‖S̄‖:

S̄total = ssunCsun + sskyCsky + sindCind

= ssunCsun + sdiffCdiff. (18)

Denoting α = ssun/(ssun+sdiff) we express the illumination
image values at each pixel as a mixture between two values
weighted by α:

S̄total = α(ssun + sdiff)Csun

+(1− α)(ssun + sdiff)Cdiff (19)

= αF+ (1− α)B (20)

We can now recover S̄sun = αF and S̄diff = (1 − α)B
by solving a standard matting problem. We compute α at
each PMVS point from the illumination values estimated
in Sections 5 and 6. We then propagate α over the image
S̄total using the matting Laplacian algorithm of Levin et
al. [27]. Finally, given α at every pixel and the known S sun

and Sdiff at each PMVS point, we solve for the sun and
diffuse illumination images with the following least-square
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(a) Before inpainting (b) After inpainting

Fig. 9: The reflectance, sky illumination (here, close up)
and indirect illumination estimated by our algorithm can
contain residual variations along hard shadow boundaries
(a). We use inpainting to remove these artifacts (b).

optimization:

argmin
F,B

∑
i∈I

((
S̄i

total −
(
αiFi + (1 − αi)Bi

))2

+ λ
(
(Fi

x)
2 + (Fi

y)
2 + (Bi

x)
2 + (Bi

y)
2
))

+ w
∑
p∈P

(
αpFp − Sp

sun

)2
+
(
(1− αp)Bp − Sp

diff

)2
where I is the image domain, P is the set of pixels covered
by PMVS points and Fx, Fy , Bx and By are the x and y
derivatives of F and B computed with finite differences.

The first term of this functional ensures that the decom-
position explains the input illumination S̄total and follows
the estimated ratio α. The second term adds a smoothness
regularization on each component while the third term
constrains the solution to agree with the illumination values
computed at PMVS points. We used λ = 0.1 and w = 0.01
for all our results.

As a second step we apply the same matting approach to
further separate the diffuse illumination S̄diff as the sum
of the sky illumination S̄sky and the indirect illumination
S̄ind. We show in Fig. 10 and supplemental materials the
results of this decomposition. The overall decomposition
takes around 90 seconds to compute for a 3.2 megapixel
image, where 30 seconds are necessary to compute S̄total

and 60 seconds to perform the two subsequent separations.

Inpainting This overall process gives a satisfactory de-
composition in the scenes we have tested. However, a
small residual border can remain around the hard shadow
boundary (see Fig. 9 (left)), a common artifact of shadow
removal [30], [32]. We identify these shadow boundaries
as pixels located on sun illumination discontinuities but
not on normal discontinuities. We first propagate normals
from the PMVS points over the image using the method
of Okabe et al. [20]. We then run an edge detector over
the sun illumination image and label edge pixels that do
not correspond to edges in the normal image. We remove
the labeled pixels and their immediate neighbors from the
reflectance, sky and indirect illumination images and use
inpainting to fill in the holes (see Fig. 9 (right)). This post-
process takes 60 seconds on average.

8 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 10 we show results on four different scenes. For
all results, we show reflectance, sun, sky and indirect
illumination layers. The number of photographs used for
each scene is shown in Table 2. The estimated illumination
at PMVS points and additional views for each scene are
shown in the supplemental material.

The first scene shows the base of a statue on a square; we
took HDR images for three different views and we show
results for all three. The reflectance layer is plausible in
all views. The sun and sky layers have been successfully
separated in all cases, however the third view shows a slight
color shift of the reflectance in the shadow area; this is due
to the insufficient number of PMVS points on the ground.
Please refer to the supplemental material for an illustration
of the distribution of 3D points. The indirect layer clearly
shows the indirect light bouncing off the front of the base
(first and second views) which is in direct sunlight. The
sides of the base do not receive the same amount of sky
and indirect illumination due to the configuration of the
scene (see Fig. 5c).

The second scene is challenging, since the reconstruction
process is unable to capture details of the railings and does
not reconstruct the vegetation casting the main shadows
(see also Fig. 3d). In this view, despite the intricate geomet-
ric configuration, shadows are successfully removed from
the reflectance layer, and the three other layers show good
results. In the third scene, a staircase is shown. There are
some residual artifacts at the shadow boundaries because
the vegetation moved in the breeze during HDR acquisition.
In the fourth scene, an umbrella casts a shadow onto a rock
wall. Notice how the indirect layer well represents lighting
in the cracks between rocks where neither sun nor skylight
is present. The third and fourth scenes also show that our
method succeeds in creating plausible reflectance, sun, sky
and indirect layers.

Statue Rocks Ramp Stairs
30 11 31 10

TABLE 2: Number of photographs captured for the geo-
metric reconstruction, for each scene in this paper.

Next we compare our approach to three state-of-the-art
methods in Fig. 12. All these methods take a single image
as input. The user-assisted approach of Bousseau et al. [3]
produces results of a similar quality to ours, but requires a
significant number of user indications (between 25 and 105
scribbles). The automatic method of Shen et al. [14] is able
to extract most of the illumination variations but colored
shadows remain in the reflectance image. These colored
residuals are due to the variation in color between sun
and sky illumination, which violates the gray illumination
assumption of this method. Residual shadows are also
present in the reflectance estimated with the automatic
method of Shen et al. [19], as well as reflectance residuals
in the illumination image (tiled floor in the statue scene).
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Input (undistorted) Reflectance Sun Illumination Sky Illumination  Indirect Illumination

Fig. 10: Results of our decomposition. We adjusted the brightness of images for illustration purposes (the scaling factors
used can be found in the supplementary materials). For each scene, the sun illumination is usually much more intense
than sky illumination on average, and the sky illumination is more intense than indirect illumination on average.

Although this method can support user scribbles, the au-
thors reported that scribbles did not improve the result
significantly in these examples. All the results of these
comparisons have been kindly provided by the respective
authors. While these approaches can be applied to single
images from various sources, to our knowledge ours is the
first to provide a richer decomposition by separating the
illumination into different components.

In Fig. 11 we show a comparison to the result obtained
simply by using the proxy to compute sun, sky and indirect
illumination using PBRT, and then inverting Equation 5 to
obtain reflectance. As we can see, for a given image, there
are many holes due to the incomplete proxy. In addition, the
sun illumination is completely erroneous, due to the lack of
reconstruction of the surrounding objects. In contrast, our

method correctly captures these sun shadows, and removes
them in the reflectance layer as well.

We illustrate applications of our decomposition in Fig. 1.
We first alter the reflectance of the ground to insert a graffiti
while maintaining consistent shadows (b). We then add a
virtual object in the scene with consistent lighting and shad-
ows (c). We used PBRT to render the dinosaur surrounded
by the captured environment map, and its shadow cast on a
horizontal plane. Finally we simulate a sunset by changing
the color and intensity of each illumination component
separately; in addition, our decomposition allows us to blur
shadows without affecting the reflectance of the scene (d).
All these manipulations can be performed easily in image-
editing software with layer support; the supplementary
video shows how we created the images in Fig. 1b-d with
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Fig. 11: Comparison between the decomposition estimated directly from the geometric proxy (first row), and our results
(second row). We obtain the proxy reflectance by dividing the input image by the sum of the illumination components.
Holes and inaccuracies in the proxy translate to artifacts and residual shadows in the reflectance.

Adobe Photoshop.

Discussion A drawback of our current method is the need
for the reflective sphere to capture the environment map.
We could investigate fitting a sky model to sky pixels
visible in the other input photographs, similar to [23],
and extracting information about non-sky surroundings in
a similar manner. We will investigate ways to simplify the
calibration process of the sphere so that it can be done once
and subsequently used for any scene.

Since we were interested in separating sun lighting from
other sources, we have not shown overcast scenes. There
is no fundamental reason that our method would not work
with overcast scenes; the decomposition would simply rely
on the Ssky and Sind values and ignore sun illumination.

Our method tolerates holes in the proxy geometry if the
hole is sufficiently distant from the 3D points where sky and
indirect illumination are computed. In such configurations,
rays that do not hit the proxy will hit the environment map
and provide a plausible color. However, in Fig. 10 (fifth
row), the near bush over the stairs was not reconstructed
while being too close to be properly captured in the
environment map. As a result, rays emitted from the stairs
reach the sky instead of the bush and yield a residual
shadow in the indirect lighting.

Our method can fail if the initial guess for sun visibility is
completely wrong. In the supplemental material we show
a case where a spurious object appeared in a single view,
and was thus not reconstructed at all, resulting in this type
of failure. Similarly, if objects have very dark reflectance,
or specularities, the PMVS reconstruction procedure does
not provide a sufficient number of points, resulting in
errors. Similarly to other intrinsic image methods, we
have assumed that the scene is Lambertian. Incorporating
a specular layer in the intrinsic image formulation is a
challenging avenue for future work.

Our optimization for sun visibility exploits the redundant

information provided by points of the same reflectance that
are in sun light and shadow. Nevertheless our method can
also handle reflectances that are only in light or shadow.
Most often in such cases the proxy initialization will result
in the correct answer. The only case which could potentially
cause errors is when other reflectance curves incorrectly in-
tersect with or influence the curve of this material. We have
carefully designed our algorithm to avoid this situation, by
making each curve vote only for the region in which it
is confident, by processing PMVS points with drastically
different orientations separately, and by clustering similar
candidate reflectance curves. The results were satisfactory
for our examples and the values shown in Table 1.

Finally, the candidate curves in our sun visibility method
may not intersect if the illuminant calibration is too impre-
cise. We are investigating ways to improve calibration and
reduce the amount of user intervention required for capture
and calibration.

9 CONCLUSION

We have presented a method to estimate rich intrinsic
images for outdoor scenes. In addition to reflectance, our
algorithm generates a separate image for the sun, sky and
indirect illumination. Our method relies on a lightweight
capture (10-31 photographs in the scenes shown here) to
estimate a coarse geometric representation of the scene.
This geometric information allows us to estimate illumina-
tion terms over a sparse 3D sampling of the scene. We then
introduce an optimization algorithm to refine the inaccurate
estimations of sun visibility. While incomplete, we demon-
strate that this sparse information provides the necessary
constraints for an image-guided propagation algorithm that
recovers the reflectance and illumination components at
each pixel of the input photographs.

Our intrinsic image decomposition allows users of image
manipulation tools to perform consistent editing of material
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Input Bousseau et al. [3] Shen et al. [14] Shen et al. [19] Our approach

82 user scribbles for [3]

105 user scribbles for [3]

72 user scribbles for [3]

26 user scribbles for [3]

Fig. 12: Comparison of our method with a user-assisted method [3] and two automatic algorithms [14], [19]. In the
first column, the user scribbles used for the method of Bousseau et al. [3] are shown under the input image. In the
next columns, the first row contains the estimated reflectance while the second one corresponds to the total illumination.
Our results are shown in the last column. Our multiview approach outperforms single-image automatic algorithms and
achieves results of comparable quality to the user-assisted approach with significantly less user intervention. White arrows
point to residual reflectance or shading variations. The brightness has been adjusted for comparison.
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and lighting in photographs. An interesting direction of
future work is to adapt the method of [21] to provide an
alternative way of computing the illumination components.
It will be interesting to investigate the tradeoffs between
complexity, speed and quality obtained from such an adap-
tation compared to our approach.

Our current method works independently for each view.
Enforcing consistent intrinsic image properties between
views is an interesting future research direction. With such
consistency, our method will open the way for dynamically
relightable environments and free-viewpoint navigation for
Image Based Rendering systems [46], in addition to the
applications demonstrated in this paper. An important step
for this goal is the generation of plausible shadow motion
in the sun illumination layer in order to simulate moving
light sources.
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